Department of First Year, II Semester, 2018-19
A Repot on Workshop on Traffic Rules and Road Safety Awareness
Objective: Spread Awareness among student on Traffic Rules and Road Safety
A workshop on traffic rules and road safety was conducted on Friday 5 April 2019 for all students
of II Semester, B. Tech. by the trainer members of Cii Yi Yuva Foundation associated with Mash
Foundation working in Mumbai, Delhi, Banglore, Jaipur and Kolkata. The associated resource
personnel from the Cii Yi Yuva Foundation were Mr. Atin Jain (Head, Yi Yuva Foundation), Mr.
Mangesh Raut (Workshop Trainer), Mr. Prabhu (Member, MASH Foundation)

Session Briefing:
It was a training of about 90 minutes where student were briefed about the various traffic rules that
ought to be followed in order to maintain safety on the roads. Around 150 students from all sections
participated in this workshop. They were encouraged to follow the rules because the slightest
mistake on the road can lead to a fatal accident. The students were told how they must follow rules
while cycling. Common and careless mistakes committed by people were described in the session.
Students were told about the basic differences between Accidents, Emergency, and Disasters. He
also discussed about different types of accidents in India along with statistics and various types of
road safety measurements.
The next part of workshop was focused on First Aid in which students were trained about basic
first aid methods at different situations like accidents, insect biting, pet biting, cardiac troubles etc.
More emphasis was given on the topic CPR by which life of cardiac attacked patient can be saved.
The students were also told about Good Samaritan laws which offer legal protection to people
who give reasonable assistance to those who are, or who they believe to be, injured, ill, in peril, or
otherwise incapacitated.
Several videos were shown to the students to reinforce the information shared. They understood
the consequences of over speeding, signal jumping, carelessness, not using the seat belt or wearing
a helmet, the use of a mobile phone on the road and many other unlawful practices on the road.
Student Feedback:
The overall workshop was very informative and engaging for students. The information given to
these students will definitely help them in their life for betterment of society.

Some Glimpses of Workshop:

